A Look at the Life and Work of Legendary Architect FRANK WELCH
PULL PARTY

Invite these STYLE SETTERS into your kitchen and bath.

1. No. 8808 knob, price upon request/nanz.com
2. Atlas “Steam Punk” pull, $8/Morrison Supply Company
3. Aino cube pull, $20-22/Rick’s Hardware
4. Emtek “Urban Modern Cinder Knob,” $713/Nob Hill
5. Kohler “Poplin” pull, $20/Expressions Home Gallery
6. No. 8765 Studio Line pull, price upon request/nanz.com
7. Lalique “Metropolis” knob, starts at $1,100/Neiman Marcus
8. Rocky Mountain Hardware “Tab” cabinet pull, $60/Pierce Hardware
9. Stockton walnut knob, $90/Waterworks
10. Decca soft brass cabinet knob, $3/The Home Depot
11. Matthew Studios “Marble Freya” pull, price upon request/EC Dicken
12. Molecule Tangent cabinet/drawer knob, price upon request/Sherle Wagner
13. Echo Park leather pull, $328/Waterworks
14. Top Knobs “Infinity” knob, $7/Elliott’s Hardware
15. Lisa Jarvis “Honeycomb” pull, price upon request/Elegant Additions
16. Blocked Marble knob, $18/Anthropologie
17. Schaub “Positano” satin nickel and smoke knob, $11/TKO Associates
18. Starburst brass pull, $75/Pulp Home